
Certificate Training Program:
Session 1

Institute for Healthcare Quality,
Safety, and Efficiency

Welcome!: Before We Start

Sign-in at the back

Pick up handout packet

Put on your name tag

Sit with your CTP team at your assigned table



“A Special Retreat”



Ground Rules

• To make this the most productive
environment for collaboration and growth,
we should . . .



Your Objectives for the Course

• By the end of the program, I hope to . . .



Today’s Objectives
1. Set collective ground rules and learning objectives for the course

2. See an example of the QI work and leadership journey undertaken
by a prior team of participants

3. Explore an overview of the program’s purpose and structure

4. Deepen community by learning more about another participant

5. Utilize the skill of reflective listening to foster human connection

6. Practice the skill of setting ground rules and objectives within your
team

7. Begin to clarify expectations for the course



Beginning with the End in Mind:
ACE Team Journey

Ethan Cumbler & Dora Cheung

Key Question: What does successful participation
in the program produce?

Curriculum Theme: Transformation (of individuals, teams,

and systems)

Skills:

• Telling a Transformation Story

• Presenting to Influence



Break

Systems thinking

Translating insight into action

Transformation (individual, team, system)

Empathy and humble inquiry

Resilience and human performance



Overview: IHQSE & the
Certificate Training Program

Key Question: How will the program work?

Curriculum Theme: Transformation

Skills:

• Setting Expectations

• Sensemaking



Big Idea: Transformation



Context: Changing Healthcare
Environment

Past

Quality: Structure and Process

Safety: “Issue” = Discussion

Efficiency: Throughput, volume,
cost/revenue shifting

Service: Producer-oriented

Future

Quality: Outcomes

Safety: “Behavior” = Culture

Efficiency: Marginal marketplace
value, prediction modeling,
supply chain management,
population risk management

Service: Patient-focused
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Institute Mission

To create a healthcare system that ensures
every patient receives the highest quality of
care while avoiding harm, minimizing
inefficiencies and developing leaders in
quality, safety, and efficiency.

Capable Workforce



Institute Mission
(Put Another Way)

How do we create local leaders who can
enhance these?



Institute Mission
(Put Another Way)

Leaders who are able to . . .

1. See and understand complexity (Systems thinking)

2. Not just analyze, but do! (Translate insight into action)

3. Change the way we do things (Transformation of individuals,
teams, and systems)

4. While caring for the humans experiencing change (Empathy
and humble inquiry)

5. And promoting sustainable excellence (Resilience and
human performance)



Certificate Training Program & the
IHQSE

1. Create a capable
work force to

2. Improve & create
models of care to

3. Transform our clinical
enterprise

1. Building highly effective
teams to

2. Improve performance
(enhance existing systems)

And

3. Create new forms of
value for patients

(systems innovation)

IHQSE Vision CTP Supports Vision by:



Certificate Training Program in a
Nutshell

1) Enhance
Leadership Teams

3) Enhance Care
(QI Projects)

2) Understand
Q&S Landscape



First, A Word on “Your Team”



Teams, Actually



Which Team Are We Talking About?



Acute Care for the Elderly “Team”

CTP
Participants

Clinical Leadership Team

Clinical Unit or Program

Geriatric Leadership Council
(10-15 leaders from the Unit)

CTP Project Team



Learning Model

CTP
Participants

Clinical Leadership Teams

(CTP Participants are Members)

Clinical Unit or Program

Rigorous Education
+

Intensive Coaching
+

Data and PI Support

 CTP participants learn via didactics
 CTP participants help enhance the

broader Clinical Leadership Team

 Teamwork + Leadership -> Culture
 Integration w/ Local Q&S Efforts ->

Alignment
 Mastery of CTP content -> Projects

Projects + Alignment + Culture -> Continuous & Sustained Improvement



Team Enhancement: 3 Parts
1. Global Assessment: Team

 Current state team structure and function

 Team membership optimization

 Team meeting form and function

 Unit/Program stakeholder analysis and related communication plan

 Strategic plan assessment

 Personality preferences (MBTI)

 Conflict preferences (TKI)

2. Classroom Team Leadership Focus
 Change management

 Awareness of leadership, communication, and conflict styles

 High performance team behaviors

 Effective meetings

 Teams, communication, and culture

 Managing competing priorities/fatigue and resilience

 Strategic planning

3. Team-focused Coaching



Improvement Project: 3 Parts
1. Global Assessment: Project
 Analysis of workflows you aim to improve

 Voice of the patient/customer

 Available data

2. Classroom QI Methods Focus
 Common improvement methods

 Basic project management methodology

 Iteratively (re)define a reasonable problem to tackle

 Creation of a project team

 Application of change leadership methods

 Intermittent report-outs and exchanges with peers

3. Project-focused Coaching



How Will I Know What We’re
Covering in Class?

See Curriculum Overview Handout – we will email also



Session Date

Talk/Workshop Topic



Talk/Workshop Topic

Key Question We
Will Address

Curriculum
Theme – Big
Picture Concept
that is
Emphasized Specific Course

Skills Emphasized

Brief Description
of Talk/Workshop



Talk/Workshop
Duration

Who is
Teaching



Comments on the Curriculum

• We will strive to stick to this plan

• However, we may move some topics
around

– hard to pin down faculty full 12 mos in
advance

– likely will have a weather event, etc.

• Definitive update on what we are covering,
and how long each topic will last, will
occur through the agenda we send out
7-10 days in advance for each session



CTP Coaching Model

CTP
Participants

Clinical Unit or Program

 Meet faculty coach
• In the classroom
• Outside class as needed
• Before one of our sessions

 PI & Data Experts may join faculty
coaching sessions in class

 Meet PI/Data Experts + unit/program
project team at least 1-2 times/mo

Faculty
Coaches

Process
Improvement +
Data Specialists

Faculty Coaching Expectations PI & Data Coaching Expectations

Clinical Leadership Teams

(CTP Participants are Members)

(Project)

(Team
Performance)

(Project)



Comments on the Coaching

• We will email you your primary (project) coach’s
name later this week
– You should set up a recurring regular meeting outside of

class with your primary coach ASAP

• We will include a lot of feedback from our faculty
coaches in the classroom sessions

• You can meet w/ the rest of the faculty over
lunch before our sessions:

– instructions provided at end of today’s session +
email



Program Expectations

1. Build community & share

2. Start Tuesday sessions on time—by 1:05

3. Attend > 80% of Tuesday sessions

– Let Essey know if you can’t make a session

4. Come prepared to practice, discuss, & lead

– ~1-2 hrs of work between each session

5. Meet your faculty coaches + PI/Data experts
several times monthly to drive both team
enhancement & projects forward



Questions?



Enhancing the Learning
Community: Stepping Stones

Patrick Kneeland

Key Question: How can we start to enhance trust
within our team?

Curriculum Themes:
• Empathy and Humble Inquiry

• Resilience and Human Performance

Skills:
• Reflective Listening

• Fostering Human Connections



Break

Systems thinking

Translating insight into action

Transformation (individual, team, system)

Empathy and humble inquiry

Resilience and human performance



CTP Team Norms

Patrick Kneeland

Key Question: How can we start to enhance trust
within our team?

Curriculum Themes:
• Translating Insight to Action

Skills:
• Establishing Ground Rules

• Setting Participant-Centered Goals



Closing Items

1. We are very excited for our journey together

2. The learning experience and climate relies on you as
much as on the faculty

3. Sign up at the back (or over email) to meet with the
faculty over lunch before an upcoming session

– 12:30-1:00

– Focus is on any leadership or QI topic you care to bring

4. We will set the stage for presence, growth, fun, and
“our own retreat” every session

– One of your team will lead the session start every time to do this

– This will happen whenever you come for pre-session coaching

– The faculty will coach you on how



Next Steps by Mid-Feb
(Details to follow via email)

1. Due Today: turn in eval, nametag

2. Meet your primary (project) coach
– Specific assignments will come over email

– Set up a standing meeting time every ~2 weeks

3. Do Intake Survey! (most have finished)

4. Reading assignments for next time
– Detailed instructions to follow via email by Fri



Check-Out

Share with your CTP team members 1 thing
you found most intriguing over the last 4
hours


